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New Moon Writing for Creating

New Moon:

When completed, you may choose to burn this writing, asking for the smoke of your words to be

carried off by the angels etc. I choose to “plant” the ashes in my garden so that the “seeds” of my

words connect with the Earth.  Some people wish to keep their new moon writings so that they can

look back on them.

Dear (God, Angels, Universe, Creator, Jesus, Buddha, My Higher Self…),

Thank you for (list at least 10 things)…

I am ready to bring New into my life (List anything. Situations, relationships or anything related to the

material, physical, emotional, spiritual).  I am deserving of a life that I enjoy.

Please help me to easily see and understand the signs and opportunities to create this in my life.

Please help me with the courage to take action when the opportunities come to me.

Please bring me this or better; I surrender to my highest and best.

With complete gratitude,

Sign Name
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Full Moon:

When completed, you may choose to burn this writing, asking for the smoke of your words to

be carried off by the angels etc.

Dear (God, Angels, Universe, Creator, Jesus, Buddha, My Higher Self…),

Thank you for (list at least 10 things)…

The things that have completed their FULL cycle in my life and I am ready to release are (List

anything. Situations, relationships, or anything related to the material, physical, emotional,

spiritual, that is no longer serving you).  I understand and embrace each ending as a new

beginning. You are deserving of a life that you enjoy. Be grateful for the lessons that you

learned as a result of these experiences.

Please help me to easily see and understand the signs and opportunities to create this in my

life.  Please help me with the courage to take action when the opportunities come to me.

Please bring me this or better; I surrender to my highest and best.

With complete gratitude,

Sign Name
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